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ABSTRACT

We have developed a near-infrared spectrometer designed to measure the absolute intensity of the solar 854.2 nm
Ca ii Fraunhofer line, scattered by interplanetary dust, in the zodiacal light (ZL) spectrum. Based on the known
equivalent line width in the solar spectrum, this measurement can derive the zodiacal brightness, testing models of
the ZL based on morphology that are used to determine the extragalactic background light in absolute photometry
measurements. The spectrometer is based on a simple high-resolution tipped filter placed in front of a compact
camera with wide-field refractive optics to provide the large optical throughput and high sensitivity required for
rocket-borne observations. We discuss the instrument requirements for an accurate measurement of the absolute
ZL brightness, the measured laboratory characterization, and the instrument performance in flight.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The intensity of the infrared extragalactic background light
(EBL) is a cornerstone of cosmological observations, a measure
of the total radiation produced by stellar nucleosynthesis and
gravitational accretion over cosmic history. Accurate measure-
ments can determine if the EBL is consistent with the calcu-
lated surface brightness from galaxy counts, or if an additional
background component is present, e.g., unaccounted flux from
known galaxies or missing galaxy populations. Furthermore,
light from the epoch of reionization must contribute to the total
EBL, with Lyman cutoff and Lyα features originating at z > 6
redshifted into the near-infrared (NIR) wavelength band.

Current direct measurements of the NIR EBL intensity
are mutually inconsistent. The dominant factor causing this
discrepancy arises not from instrumental effects, but from
different approaches to astrophysical foreground removal. In
the NIR, all astronomical observations taken 1 AU from the Sun
are completely dominated by zodiacal light (ZL). ZL originates
from interplanetary dust scattering sunlight at optical and NIR
wavelengths, and emitting thermal radiation at mid-infrared
to far-infrared wavelengths. In the early 1990s, the Diffuse
Infrared Background Experiment (DIRBE) produced absolute
measurements of the astrophysical sky brightness in multiple
bands over a wide range of solar elongation angles (Hauser
et al. 1998). A model of ZL based on morphology derived
from annual modulation of the signal measured by DIRBE was

developed for subtracting the ZL foreground in order to assess
the EBL (Kelsall et al. 1998). Applying this model has led to
high EBL estimates (Cambrésy et al. 2001; Dwek & Arendt
1998; Matsumoto et al. 2005). Zodiacal dust models based on
morphology alone are not unique, and a separate ZL model was
subsequently developed based on the assumption that the mid-
infrared sky brightness observed by DIRBE is entirely due to ZL
(Wright 2001). Implementing this foreground treatment led to
a significant decrease in estimated EBL levels (Levenson et al.
2007). Dwek et al. (2005) make the important observation that
a 23% underestimate in ZL intensity in the Kelsall et al. (1998)
model would account for the entire observed NIR EBL excess,
as the residual EBL spectrum displays the same color as ZL
within the statistical uncertainties. An independent test of the
ZL contribution to total sky brightness is needed.

Solar Fraunhofer lines scattered by interplanetary dust pro-
vide an alternative method of estimating ZL brightness. As the
equivalent widths (EWs) of Fraunhofer lines are accurately
known in the solar spectrum, a measurement of the line in
scattered light is directly related to the ZL continuum bright-
ness. Empirically, the measured EW of Fraunhofer lines in ZL
matches the solar spectrum to <2% (Beggs et al. 1964). Early
measurements by Dube et al. (1977) were the first to estimate ZL
from its Fraunhofer signature. Bernstein et al. (2002a) attempted
to measure the optical EBL using a combination of absolute sky
brightness measurements with the Hubble Space Telescope and
Fraunhofer line measurements with a ground-based telescope.
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This pioneering measurement was complicated by atmospheric
airglow emission, but also by systematic uncertainties from at-
mospheric scattering, ground scattering, and stray light (Mattila
2003). Mattila et al. (2012) have developed a technique to re-
move ZL by measuring the difference in brightness between a
high-latitude dark nebula and its surrounding area, using Fraun-
hofer line measurements to remove diffuse Galactic light (DGL)
from starlight scattered by interstellar dust. They have applied
this technique to estimate the EBL at 400 nm and provide an
upper limit at 520 nm. A recent re-analysis of Pioneer 10 and
11 optical data at 440 nm and 640 nm from outside the zodiacal
cloud (Matsuoka et al. 2011) also derive an EBL that is consis-
tent with Mattila et al. (2012). These measurements, done with
a model-independent ZL foreground estimation, suggest a total
EBL consistent with the integrated light from galaxies in the
optical.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a
Narrow-Band Spectrometer (NBS) aboard the Cosmic Infrared
Background Experiment (CIBER) sounding rocket payload (see
Zemcov et al. 2013). The instrument is optimized to measure
ZL intensity by observing a single Fraunhofer line at 854.2 nm
caused by solar Ca ii absorption, and work in synergy with a
low-resolution spectrometer (LRS; see Tsumura et al. 2013) to
estimate the mean intensity of the EBL in the NIR. The LRS
measures the spectrum of the ZL (e.g., Tsumura et al. 2010) from
0.75 to 2.1 μm so that a determination of the ZL brightness at
854.2 nm can be directly compared with predictions from ZL
models based on the DIRBE 1.25 and 2.2 μm bands, where
the EBL discrepancies are the largest. The CIBER payload
also contains two wide field imaging camera (Bock et al.
2013), designed to probe the EBL through its spatial fluctuation
characteristics.

2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

We have chosen to measure the 854.2 nm line, the strongest
of the Ca ii triplet lines at 849.8, 854.2 and 866.2 nm. We
selected a long-wavelength Fraunhofer line for comparison
with the DIRBE/Kelsall model at 1.25 and 2.2 μm, and the
854.2 nm line is the brightest non-hydrogenic Fraunhofer
line, with an EW of 0.37 nm (Allen 1976), at wavelengths
longer than 400 nm. We avoided hydrogen lines, which have
a contribution from recombination line emission from the
interstellar warm ionized medium (Martin 1988). The NBS
uses a tipped filter spectrometer with high-throughput refractive
optics (Eather & Reasoner 1969). Our goal is to make a percent-
level determination of the ZL intensity, in comparison to the
current 23% error needed to explain the discrepancy between
the excess EBL and galaxy counts (Dwek et al. 2005).

2.1. ZL Detection

The NBS measures the absolute sky brightness on and off a
known Fraunhofer line, producing a photocurrent

i(λ) = ηAΩ
hc

∫
λ′Iλ′T (λ, λ′)dλ′ [e− s−1], (1)

where h and c are Planck’s constant and the speed of light,
respectively, η is the peak efficiency, AΩ is the detector
throughput, Iλ′ is the sky surface brightness, and T (λ, λ′) is the
normalized instrument response function centered at wavelength
λ. High instrument sensitivity is needed in order to make precise
measurements during the short observation time available in
a sounding rocket flight. In the simplified case where the sky

consists of two brightness components, the ZL and the EBL, and
the Fraunhofer line is unresolved, the photo currents measured
on and off the line are

ion � ηAΩ
hc

(λIλ,ZLΔλ − λIλ,ZLW + λIλ,EBLΔλ), (2)

ioff � ηAΩ
hc

(λIλ,ZLΔλ + λIλ,EBLΔλ), and (3)

ioff − ion = ηAΩ
hc

λIλ,ZLW, (4)

where λIλ,ZL and λIλ,EBL are the ZL and EBL continuum
brightness off the line, W is the EW of the Fraunhofer line,
and the spectral resolution is

Δλ =
∫

T (λ, λ′)dλ′. (5)

Thus the estimated ZL local continuum brightness is simply

λIλ,ZL = hc

WηAΩ
(ioff − ion), (6)

determined with an uncertainty given by

σλIλ,ZL = hc

WηAΩ
(
σ i2

off + σ i2
on

)1/2
, (7)

where σ ioff and σ ion are the instrumental uncertainties in the on
and off line detector currents. If the noise on detector current
scales as the number of pixels N on and off the line, the ZL
sensitivity is given by

σλIλ,ZL = hc

WηAΩ
σ i(2/N )1/2, (8)

where σi is the per pixel current noise. Thus to optimize surface
brightness sensitivity, we need to maximize the pixel throughput
AΩ, and incorporate as many pixels on and off the line as
possible.

In addition to the measurement errors, W technically contains
uncertainty itself, dominated by the stability of the Fraunhofer
line profile over time. To quantify this contribution, we obtained
publicly available high resolution spectra from the SOLIS13

instrument which sampled the Ca ii line daily over the course
of several years (2008–2012). The EW of the line measured
between 853.55 nm and 854.80 nm was observed to vary at the
0.5% level over this time period, and is therefore taken to be a
highly sub-dominant source of error in ZL measurement using
this technique.

In addition to raw sensitivity, we require sufficient spatial
resolution to remove the foreground contribution from stars. As
the Ca ii Fraunhofer line is expected to have a comparable depth
in the interstellar radiation field as in the solar spectrum (Mattila
1980b), residual starlight will add to the inferred ZL intensity in
Equation (5). We have chosen a pixel resolution of 2×2 arcmin
in order to mask stars down to S < 14 Vega magnitude using
positions and fluxes from an external catalog.

13 http://solis.nso.edu/iss/
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Figure 1. Ray trace and photo of the NBS optics. The spectrometer uses a fixed interference filter combined with two blocking filters placed at the entrance aperture
of a wide-field camera (see Table 1 for specifications). The entire optical assembly and focal plane assembly is cooled to 77 K in operation. The ray trace shows an
extended “pop-up” baffle tube used after the first flight that is not presented in the photograph.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2.2. Optical Design

The NBS instrument uses a narrow-band interference fil-
ter placed at the aperture of an imaging camera with high-
throughput refractive optics. This “tilted-filter photometer”
provides an intrinsic sensitivity advantage by having higher
throughput than spectrometers using a prism or grating
(Jacquinot 1954; Eather & Reasoner 1969). The design of the
NBS optics is shown in Figure 1, and detailed specifications are
summarized in Table 1.

The narrow-band interference filter was fabricated by Ma-
terion Barr Precision Optics & Thin Film Coatings14 to cus-
tomized specifications from the science team. The filter is tipped
by 2◦ from normal in order to optimize sensitivity, based on the
number of detectors on and off the line. The narrow-band filter
is combined with two filters that provide out-of-band spectral
blocking.

The wide-field camera is a refractive design with six lenses de-
veloped and manufactured by the Genesia Corporation, Japan15

based on the cryogenic refraction measurements discussed in
Yamamuro et al. (2006). The lenses are manufactured from
fused silica and are spherical except for the back surface of the
entrance lens and the front surface of the last lens, which are
sixth order aspheres. The lenses are anti-reflection (AR) coated
for <0.2% reflectance per surface at 854.2 nm.

14 http://materion.com/
15 http://www.genesia.co.jp/

A 256×256 PICNIC HgCdTe detector array manufactured by
Teledyne Scientific & Imaging16 is placed at the f/0.92 focus
of the camera, yielding a 2′×2′ pixel scale and an 8.◦5×8.◦5 field
of view (FOV) on the sky. A mechanical shutter and calibration
lamp are also installed in the NBS instrument (see Zemcov
et al. 2013 for detailed specifications of these subsystems). The
cryogenic shutter is placed between the optics and the detector
array in order to monitor array dark current. A calibration lamp
assembly feeds light from a light emitting diode into the optical
chain with an optical fiber between the third and fourth lenses.
The lamp is used as a transfer standard to track any changes in
response in flight compared with the laboratory calibration.

2.3. Filter Design

The spectrometer disperses radiation by shifting the effective
filter bandpass by the change in incident angle over the FOV
according to

λ = λ0 cos(θi), (9)

where λ0 is the response at normal incidence and the internal
angle θi is related to the incident external angle θe by Snell’s law
sin(θi) = sin(θe)/n. Figure 2 shows the calculated peak wave-
length response of pixels across the array using the parameters
listed in Table 1, and exhibits the characteristic shift given by
Equation (9). The 8.◦5×8.◦5 FOV combined with the 2◦ filter tip
modulates the wavelength response from λ − λ0 = 0 at normal
filter incidence to λ − λ0 = 0.003λ0 at the extreme corners.

16 http://www.teledyne-si.com/
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Table 1
NBS Component Parameters

Parameter Design Value

Optics Wide field refractive camera with six lenses
Filters Two blocking filters and one tipped narrow-band filter
Detector 256 × 256 MBE HgCdTe PICNIC
Aperture 75 mm
f/# 0.92
Pixel size 2 × 2 arcmin
Field of view 8.◦5 × 8.◦5
Filter central wavelength at 295 K 855.57 nm
Filter central wavelength at 77 K 854.55 nm
Free spectral range at 77 K 852.0–854.5 nm
Filter resolution λ/Δλa 1120
Filter tip angle 2.◦0
Lens efficiency 0.98
ED 541b narrow-band filter efficiency 0.84
ED 536 blocking filter efficiency 0.66
ED 686 blocking filter efficiency 0.83
Detector QEc 0.83
Total QE 0.37
Correlated double sample noise 28 e−
Calculated off-line responsivityd 529 nW m−2 sr−1 (e− s−1)−1

Notes.
a Δλ is the integral width Δλ = ∫

T (λ′)dλ′.
b ED NNN is a manufacturer’s part number.
c Measured at 2.2 μm.
d Responsivity given by ηΔλAΩ/hc in Equation (3.)
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Figure 2. Instrument wavelength map calculated from Equation (9) using the
parameters listed in Table 1. The colorscale shows the peak wavelength response
of each pixel in the 256 × 256 detector array, with the contours at intervals of
Δλ = 0.2 nm.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The divergence-limited resolution (e.g., Bock et al. 1994) varies
from λ/Δλ = 3.6 × 107 at the array center to 2.8 × 104, at the
minimum wavelength at the array corner. The spectral range of
λ/Δλ = 1/0.003 = 330 is sufficient to sample the ZL spectrum
both on and off the Ca ii 854.2 nm Fraunhofer line, which itself
has a width of λ/ΔλFWHM ≈ 4000.

The instrument is insensitive to the choice of spectral reso-
lution to first order (see Equation (7)). However, the resolution
does vary the number of pixels on and off the line. Higher res-
olution makes Non < Noff , slowly reducing sensitivity but also
providing for a larger spectral contrast to ZL according to

ioff−ion

ioff
= W

Δλ
. (10)
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Figure 3. The convolved solar spectrum with the calculated spectral response
over the field of view of the NBS using the instrument parameters given in
Table 1. We plot the ZL intensity normalized to unity at the ZL continuum level.
The contours show annuli of constant brightness and are spaced at intervals of
0.03. The drop in signal around the maximum wavelength region is due to the
854.2 nm Ca ii line. Annular averages centered on the filter response pattern
give a known profile from the solar spectrum that is directly proportional to the
ZL intensity.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The actual response to ZL over the FOV, given the finite
resolution and the finite width of the Fraunhofer line, is the
convolution of the instrument response with the solar spectrum
(see Equation (1)). The spectral contrast on and off the Ca ii
line is 26%, giving the characteristic pattern shown in the
noiseless instrument simulation in Figure 3. Using a simulator
we investigated a range of resolution and filter tips, balancing
sensitivity and contrast, and determined that λ/Δλ ≈ 1000 was
a good choice. Since the wavelength response of the pixels
varies with radius from the maximum wavelength, data from
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(        )

Figure 4. Comparison of the solar spectrum (Delbouille et al. 1990) near the
Ca ii 854.22 nm line, the spectral response of the NBS filter, and the convolution
of the filter with the solar spectrum. The NBS measures the convolved spectrum
from 852.0 to 854.5 nm. The NBS filter has been normalized to the peak
transmittance listed in Table 1.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the NBS measures the convolved image shown in Figure 3,
from which the absolute ZL brightness can be determined. The
spectral response convolved with the solar spectrum is shown
in Figure 4.

2.4. Detectors and Electronics

The NBS uses a 256×256 HgCdTe detector array employing
a PICNIC read out integrated circuit (ROIC). A molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) process is used to provide short wavelength re-
sponse compared with HgCdTe arrays fabricated on sapphire
substrates (M. Farris 2011, private communication). The detec-
tors have a 40 μm pixel pitch, giving a large area optimal surface
brightness sensitivity. A custom electronics chain is used to ad-
dress pixels on the multiplexer and read out and digitize the
detector signals, described in detail in Zemcov et al. (2013).
The detector bias and reset voltages are trimmed as in Lee et al.
(2010). We do not use the built-in buffer amplifier circuitry
on the ROIC, which emits photons and increases the detector
dark current, in favor of external junction field-effect transistor
source followers (Hodapp et al. 1996). Since the same detectors
are used in the both the NBS and LRS, we refer the reader to
Tsumura et al. (2013) for a detailed discussion of the electrical
and responsivity properties of the CIBER PICNIC arrays.

3. INSTRUMENT ASSEMBLY AND
LABORATORY TESTING

We tested the instrument performance in the laboratory prior
to flight. The payload section is designed to accommodate
several test configurations (Zemcov et al. 2013).

1. Using a vacuum lid with fused quartz windows, the NBS
can view external sources to measure focus, wavelength re-
sponse, and absolute calibration using the SIRCUS (Spec-
tral Irradiance and radiance Responsivity Calibrations using
Uniform Sources) facility (Brown et al. 2006).

2. Using a vacuum box, the NBS views an integrating sphere
without intervening windows to measure the flat field.

3. Using the flight shutter door equipped with a radiatively
cooled inner shield, we can measure the noise properties
and dark current under dark conditions.

3.1. Focus Testing

We measure the optical focus with the CIBER cryostat
outfitted with two sets of windows: warm vacuum windows
installed at the bulkhead, and cold windows operating at ≈150 K
to intercept thermal radiation from the warm window and
bulkhead. The NBS vacuum window is AR coated to eliminate
reflections between the window and the NBS filters, though the
cold window was not. The transmittance of the warm and cold
windows at 850 nm are 0.94 and 0.92, respectively.

We introduced a collimated beam using a 254 mm diameter
f/3.6 Newtonian telescope with white light shining through a
50 μm diameter pinhole located at the telescope focus. The
best focus of the Newtonian telescope was first determined
using an auto-collimation technique with a flat mirror. We
then illuminated the NBS entrance aperture with the collimated
telescope beam, and the pinhole was stepped in 2.5 mm
increments over a 50 mm range about the telescope focus. The
best focus of the NBS was measured and the displacement from
the array position, Δx2, was calculated using

f 2
1

Δx1
= f 2

2

Δx2
, (11)

where f1 and f2 are the focal lengths and Δx1 and Δx2 are
the displacement from best focus of the collimating telescope
and the NBS, respectively. The range of measurement allows a
300 μm through focus to be probed in increments of 15 μm from
NBS focus. We measured focus near the center of the array, at
each of the four corners of the array, and then repeated the focus
test at the array center for redundancy.

Once a focus test is completed, the position of the focal plane
was determined by plotting the FWHM spot size as a function
of pinhole position. A quadratic polynomial was fit to the spot
size as a function of focus position, and the minimum of this fit
was taken to be the NBS array position relative to ideal focus.
This program allowed us to focus the NBS to within 10–20 μm,
well within the f lp ≈ 40 μm depth of focus of the NBS, where
f = 0.92 is the f/# of the NBS and lp = 40 μm is the pixel
size.

3.2. Wavelength Calibration

We developed a system of filters manufactured by Barr
Associates consisting of a narrow-band filter and two blocking
filters. Due to the precise tuning requirements, Barr measured
the change in response (Δλ = −1.0 nm) on cooling to 77 K
on a witness filter, and calibrated the shift in response versus
incident angle at room temperature. The change in response
is well fit to a material index of 1.75, as shown in Figure 5.
The narrow-band filter gives a peak response of 855.57 nm
with an integral width of 0.76 nm at room temperature, which
changes to 854.55 nm when cooled to 77 K. Barr measured the
transmittance in seven positions from the center to the edge at
room temperature, and found an average peak transmittance of
84% and that the peak wavelength varies by 0.34 nm, maximum
to minimum, at different positions across the filter.

We calibrated the NBS as a function of wavelength using
the SIRCUS lasers and an absolutely calibrated reference
radiometer. Because the laser SIRCUS Ti–sapphire line-width
is essentially zero, the narrow-band pass of the NBS is fully
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Figure 5. Measured peak wavelength with angle of incidence at room temper-
ature, fit to an index of 1.75 and λ0 = 852.57 nm. The theory curve follows
Equation (9). The wavelength response at normal incidence is a function of
temperature so that λ0 at 77 K is 854.55 nm.

resolved. Etalons placed in the laser cavity provided wavelength
stability and fine tuning. We measured wavelength response
to an uncertainty of approximately 0.001 nm referenced to
a calibrated wavemeter incorporating a stabilized HeNe laser
reference. The absolute radiance of the integrating sphere,
viewed by the NBS, was inferred using a monitor detector
separately calibrated to an absolutely calibrated radiometer.
This two-step bootstrapping approach is necessary due to the
dynamic range mismatch between the radiometer and the NBS.
In order to achieve sufficient signal to noise on the monitor
detector, the monitor was located on a smaller fiber-fed sphere
injecting light into the larger sphere viewed by the NBS. The
relatively spectrally flat ratio of the large sphere radiance to
the monitor signal was measured at a few wavelengths and
interpolated to the NBS wavelengths. The sphere radiance
was stabilized using the monitor signal and a liquid crystal
laser intensity modulator. The monitor signal was recorded
throughout the NBS calibration measurements.

For each pixel in the array, a Gaussian spectral response
function was fit to the laser data, yielding measurements of
the central wavelength and integral width over the array. These
data and the subsequent fits are shown in Figure 6 for a subset
of individual pixels across the array. The central wavelength
response over the NBS field is shown in Figure 7. The average
measured resolution over all pixels is λ/Δλ = 1004±12, which
averages over any spatial variation in wavelength response
over the narrow-band filter. The measured system wavelength
response is close to the values listed in Table 1 based on the
measured narrow-band filter, with a maximum wavelength of
854.51 ± 0.02 nm.

In addition to the SIRCUS facility, we can verify the repro-
ducibility of the NBS wavelength response using an integrating
sphere coupled to either a R ∼ 600 monochromator, a stabi-
lized 852 nm diode laser and wavemeter, or a Ne lamp with an
emission line at 854.5 nm, close to the NBS bandpass. These
were used for quick tests to verify the wavelength calibration
did not change over multiple thermal cycles and after payload
vibration tests.

Figure 6. The wavelength response for individual pixels sampled at four discrete
angles from the maximum wavelength response of the NBS. The points show
the measurements for four pixels, starting at the peak wavelength of 854.51 nm
and moving shortward. The measurements use the SIRCUS facility, taken in
wavelength steps of Δλ = 0.1 nm. The curves show the fit of a Gaussian,
yielding a central wavelength for each pixel.
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Figure 7. Measured spectral response over the instrument field of view. The
spectral response was measured using a high-resolution tunable laser injected
into an integrating sphere with an exit port viewed by the NBS. The minimum
wavelength is shifted from the center of the field of view by tipping the filter
by ≈2◦ in order to optimize the instrument sensitivity. Contours and color scale
are identical to those in Figure 2.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

3.3. Anomalous Thermal Response

With the original filter set, consisting of the narrow-band filter
and a single blocking filter (referred to as ED536), installed
in the NBS instrument, we observed a significant background
signal of 310 e− s−1 when looking out into a dark laboratory
through the fused quartz vacuum window. By modulating the
temperature of the room-temperature window and holder, we
determined this radiation was thermal emission incident on the
detectors. The signal greatly exceeded the expected level based
on the measured on-axis filter blocking, though the source of
this emission is off-axis and well outside the FOV. To reduce this
radiation we added a second blocking filter, ED686 as shown in
Figure 8, to improve the long-wavelength attenuation. However,
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Figure 8. Optical density as a function of incident angle for the two blocking
filters. (optical density = − log10(T )). The long-wavelength blocker ED686
was recoated with an absorbing dielectric to improve its large-angle blocking.
The panels show from top to bottom (1) calculated large-angle transmittance
of the ED536 filter; calculated performance of the ED686 filter (2) before and
(3) after applying the absorbing dielectric layer; and (4) the measured large-angle
transmittance of the ED686 filter with the absorbing coating. The measured
transmittance in the 2000–2500 range for 60◦–80◦ incident angles appears to
not show the full calculated improvement and is consistent with the observed
reduction by factor of ∼80 to thermal emission measured in the laboratory.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

under the same conditions we still observed a large background
level of 110 e− s−1 with the new filter in place, certainly an
improvement but not the factor of >104 reduction expected
from the additional long-wavelength blocking.

The CIBER instrument was flown in its first flight with the
NBS using this filter configuration. During the flight the LRS
observed a large long-wavelength signal associated thermal
emission from the skin of the sounding rocket, heated by
air friction during ascent (Tsumura et al. 2013). The skin
section had a direct view of the inside surface of the cold
baffle tube and first optical element of all the imagers and
spectrometers, and thus thermal radiation could scatter to the
detectors. Unfortunately, the NBS saw an elevated photo-current
of ∼150e− s−1 as well, related to this thermal emission. After
discussions with Barr, we determined that the filter blocking
degrades at large incident angles, as shown by the model curves
in Figure 8. In order to improve the large-angle performance,
Barr designed and fabricated an absorbing dielectric coating to
the long-wavelength ED686 blocking filter, named ED686-R in
Figures 8 and 9.

According to calculations, by adding the absorbing coating,
the large-angle blocking should improve by 102–104, over

Figure 9. Out-of-band blocking of component filters measured at normal
incidence. Note the straight lines indicate instrumental limits on the out-of-
band blocking, not actual transmittance. Of the two blocking filters, ED686
was measured before and after an absorbing coating was applied to reduce
large-angle transmission.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the range of 0◦–80◦ incidence, with little loss of in-band
transmission, from 89.0% to 87.5%, as measured at 77 K.
As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 8, the measured
large angle performance at 60◦–80◦ angle of incidence in
the 2000–2500 nm range is ∼102 better than the calculated
performance without the coating, but somewhat worse than the
calculated performance with the coating. The re-coated filter
was installed in the instrument, and we measured a background
level that was significantly reduced looking through the vacuum
window, 1.4 e− s−1, consistent with the measured improvement
of ∼80 at 60◦–80◦.

In addition to improving the filter design, we added a cold
extending/retracting baffle to extend the baffle tube beyond the
heated rocket skin, eliminating all lines of sight from the skin
to the optics and the inside surface of the baffle, described in
detail in Zemcov et al. (2013). In the second flight the measured
thermal response in the LRS was at least 100 times smaller than
in the first flight, and we did not observe a measurable response
in the NBS, indicating that the baffles and large-angle blocking
filters performed as expected.

4. INSTRUMENTAL SYSTEMATIC ERROR CONTROL

4.1. Requirements

The instrument design controls systematic instrumental errors
by incorporating (1) a cold shutter to measure array dark current,
(2) low scatter optics to eliminate stray light from off-axis
sources, (3) a filtering scheme with excellent spectral blocking to
control out-of-band radiation, (4) a specialized aperture-filling
laboratory source to measure array flat field response, and (5) a
calibration program based on laboratory measurements.
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The laboratory characterization program addresses the sys-
tematic error requirements. In addition to the tests described in
Section 3, these measurements include sensitivity, filter block-
ing, dark current, temperature stability, flat field and calibration
determination.

4.2. Dark Current

The generation of charge carriers within the depletion region
of HgCdTe infrared detectors leads to a small (∼0.1 e− s−1)
dark current even in the absence of incident photons. In order
to perform absolute measurements of the ZL, this dark current
must be understood and removed from flight data. In flight,
the dark current is monitored by closing the instrument’s cold
shutter prior to launch, during data collection in the middle of
the flight, and again following the vacuum shutter door close
event during reentry.

To determine dark current behavior before flight, we measure
the baseline dark current with the instrument in flight configura-
tion, with the shielded vacuum door, providing a dark environ-
ment in the experiment section (Zemcov et al. 2013). The NBS
cold shutter is closed during the measurement to ensure the dark-
est conditions possible at the detector array. To determine the
dark current, the array is read out for ∼1 hr in this configuration.
Because resetting the array causes a transient response, the first
several frames following a reset are discarded from the analysis.
We fit a slope and offset over each integration, obtaining an
array median dark current of 0.5 ± 0.1 e− s−1, where the uncer-
tainty is estimated from the variance of twelve 50 s integrations.
The pattern of the dark current is brightest at the array corners,
suggesting residual emission from the ROIC even though we
are not using the final buffer stage. In the case of the NBS,
the dominant dark current characteristic for systematic control
is not the mean level, but the stability of spatial morphology
across the array. Gradients or features spuriously aligned with
the wavelength response can produce artificial spectral struc-
tures which could mimic the Fraunhofer line. We quantified this
effect through simulations as described in Section 4.8.

To verify that the dark current is stable over long periods, we
periodically obtained a standard calibration set including a dark
current measurement over the course of several years. Though
typically taken with the light bulkhead in place of the rocket
door, these measurements show that the dark current is stable
over long periods and many cryogenic cycles. These long-term
dark levels are consistent with the images obtained on the launch
gantry just prior to flight, and the dark measurements obtained
during observations with the shutter closed.

We compared dark current measurements taken with a cold
lid placed at 77 K over the optics and the cold shutter open and
closed, showing a DC offset of 0.33 e− s−1. This indicates an
additional photocurrent is present, induced by emission from
the ROIC reflecting off the NBS optics. While the amplitude
of this signal is large compared to the mean dark current, it
has a distinctive stable spatial morphology along the array. This
consists of a spatially flat component and a compact region of
excess photocurrent. The reflected light can be subtracted, or
the pixels in the compact region can be simply discarded in the
analysis of flight data. A ZL spectrum was fit to this spatial array
response to quantify the systematic contribution of this effect, if
no further corrections are applied. The best fit spectrum had an
amplitude of −1.88 nW m−2 sr−1, corresponding to a ∼−0.4%
effect for nominal ZL intensities, assuming the calibration factor
determined in Section 4.7.

Table 2
Measured System-level Instrument Characteristics

Parameter Measured Value

Mean dark current stability 0.5 ± 0.1 e− s−1

Focal plane temperature stability <5.3 μK s−1

Spectral resolution λ/Δλ 1004 ± 12
Line contrast 26%
Lab responsivity (602 ± 10 nW m−2 sr−1) ((e− s−1)−1)
Out of band spectral response TOB < 10−6 for 0.4 � λ � 2.5 μm
Flat field response ΔFF/FF gives ΔZL/ZL = 1.4%
ZL sensitivity in 50 s (1σ ) ΔZL = 21.1 nW m−2 sr−1

4.3. Temperature Stability

Because the output voltage of the ROIC varies with temper-
ature, typically ∼1000 e K−1, we have implemented a multi-
stage temperature control system. As described in Zemcov et al.
(2013), the pressure of the cryogenic bath is regulated in flight
by an absolute pressure valve. In addition, the focal plane tem-
perature is controlled in two thermal stages. An intermediate
stage is actively regulated. The focal plane is thermally staged
from the controlled stage to passively filter high-frequency tem-
perature variations. The temperature of both stages are precisely
monitored using a high-precision temperature bridge.

To verify that the regulation system works as designed,
we cooled the NBS focal plane to its quiescent temperature
(typically ∼80 K) at which point we activated the temperature
control unit. Thermometry data are collected during the time the
focal plane unit takes to reach a steady operating temperature,
which is set in the firmware of the thermal control unit. Though
the thermal set point is adjustable, it must be set to a value larger
than the highest base temperature so that it can be controlled in
all instrument flight and testing configurations. At our chosen
set point of 82.23 K, it typically takes 1.5 hr for the heaters to
raise the temperature of the focal plane to its set point ∼2 K
above the base. When stabilized, the active control proportional-
integral-derivative loop controls the intermediate stage about the
set point.

To quantify the systematic error on ZL intensity measurement
induced by thermal instabilities, dark current was measured peri-
odically during the stabilization process. Images were produced
from dark data with thermal drifts ranging up to 1.2 mK s−1. This
drift produces a response over the array of typically ∼1 e− s−1.
Because this response is largely spatially uniform, the effect of a
thermal drift on ZL signals is minimal. After subtracting a tem-
plate of dark current produced by averaging many integrations
taken previously with the temperature fully controlled, a Fraun-
hofer line was fit to the thermally unstable data. The inferred ZL
brightness was observed to depend very steeply on thermal insta-
bility, with the amplitude of the induced ZL signal falling below
the statistical uncertainty (described in Section 4.8) at a drift
level of 0.45 mK s−1, equivalent to ΔZL = 21.1 nW m−2 sr−1

in Table 2. When fully controlling, the average drift of the fo-
cal plane temperature is <10 μK s−1 over a 50 s integration,
making the effect of thermally varying dark current a negligible
systematic.

The NBS control system is powered on several hours before
flight to ensure that the focal plane temperature has stabilized at
launch. During flight, the temperature of both thermal bridges
are telemetered to the ground. The flight data show no signif-
icant deviation from the ground behavior during astronomical
observations in flight. Figure 10 of Zemcov et al. (2013) shows
that the thermal drift of the NBS focal plane, at its worst during
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the first hundred seconds of flight, is 5.3 μK s−1 in the first 50 s
of astronomical data acquisition, which exceeds the specifica-
tion. However, after this period of time the drift is <0.02 μK s−1

and thermally-induced drift is negligible.

4.4. Out of Band Blocking

For precise measurements of the Fraunhofer line brightness,
we require a high degree of out-of-band blocking of the ZL
continuum. The HgCdTe detectors are only responsive over
a 2100 nm range spanning 400–2500 nm, which defines the
outer wavelength limit for potential contamination. The fact
that the ZL continuum peaks at optical wavelengths, and that
any spectral leak is unlikely to be modulated over the FOV as
the Ca ii line, further reduces the systematic error from leaks.
Barr originally designed a single blocking filter (ED536) to
meet the OD = − log10(TOB) > 6 blocking requirement. This
filter (ED536) provides an in-band transmittance of 66%. The
blocking performance in Figure 9 is excellent, though limited
by measurement accuracy to OD = 5.

The on-axis blocking performance of the NBS was character-
ized using the tunable long wavelength laser system coupled to
the integrating sphere as described in Zemcov et al. (2013). The
laser wavelength was changed to discrete values separated by
∼100 nm over the range 1100 � λ � 2300 nm. At each wave-
length step, we determined the response of the NBS by summing
the photocurrent over the array. To remove the photocurrent aris-
ing from background light in the apparatus, we recorded ambient
frames when the laser was shuttered. We differenced the laser
on and shuttered data to measure the photocurrent arising from
out-of-band light.

We simultaneously monitored the radiance incident on the
NBS using a calibrated detector viewing the integrating sphere.
Because the laser is capable of producing a large radiance in
a narrow-band, the signal to noise ratios of the measurements
are large, even though the absolute response to out of band
light is not. The average photocurrent arising from 1100 �
λ � 2300 light is 2 × 10−5 e− s−1 (nW m−2 sr−1)−1, which
is consistent with the OD > 5 limit derived from direct filter
testing. We produce an out-of-band spectral response function
by interpolating the measurements over the range 850 � λ �
2500 nm.

To determine if the measured out of band blocking is
sufficient, we estimate the photocurrent expected in flight from
ZL by assuming a solar ZL spectrum for 850 � λ � 2500.
The expected signal at the NBS detector is then calculated by
numerically integrating the product of the ZL spectrum and our
out-of-band response function which yields iOB � 3 me− s−1 at
the ecliptic pole. This results in a calculated level of iOB/iIB �
0.2% and is therefore is deemed negligible.

4.5. Flat Field Determination

To measure the Fraunhofer line intensity we must first
normalize the relative responsivity of the individual detector
array pixels to a common value, typically termed the “flat
field” correction. Because the flat field of the NBS detector
array cannot be determined independently of the astrophysical
signal in flight, we must measure the flat field response in the
laboratory. The internal instrument calibration lamp serves as a
transfer standard to verify that the responsivity has not changed
between the laboratory testing and flight.

The flat field measurement consists of a quartz halogen lamp
which is fiber coupled into an integrating sphere inside a vacuum

chamber. We measured the output spectrum of the integrating
sphere and added a filter at the lamp to synthesize a solar
spectrum over the wavelength range of interest, 800 nm � λ �
2500 nm. The CIBER instrument shares a common vacuum
space with the test chamber so there are no optical surfaces
between the integrating sphere port and the NBS aperture. Since
the illumination pattern of the output of the sphere has been
measured to be uniform to <0.3% at angles of incidence <10◦
the illumination measured at the NBS focal plane is a good
tracer of the array flat field.

The flat field response is measured by turning on the quartz
halogen lamp, recording an image, and then subtracting images
before and after the lamp is off to remove any background signal.
Finally these measurements are bracketed by dark frames to
ensure that the array baseline behavior is stable. The flat field is
measured at a variety of input flux levels from 1000 to 10 e− s−1

to ensure the flat field measurement does not vary significantly
with source brightness due to detector nonlinearity.

To quantify the stability of the flat field and its effect
on the instrument’s ability to accurately measure the depth
of the Fraunhofer line, the measurement was repeated three
independent times. Each measurement was conducted in a
separate cooldown of the cryostat. To quantify stability, the
amplitude of the Fraunhofer line was fit in a direct measurement
of the solar spectrum (described in detail in Section 5) using each
of the three independent flat field measurements. The measured
amplitude was shown to vary at the 1.4% level between each of
the three measurements.

4.6. Stray Light Performance

The NBS optics must also reject sources of off-axis emission.
In the case of CIBER, this is dominated by stray light from the
Earth. The response to extended off-axis emission is given by
Bock et al. (1995) to be

Istray = 1

4π

∫
g(θ )Is(θ, φ)dΩ, (12)

where Istray is the stray light signal observed surface brightness
on the sky, Is is the surface brightness of the emitting off-axis
source, and g(θ ) = (4π/ΩFOV)G(θ ) is the telescope gain
function, where G(θ ) is the telescope response to an off-axis
point source normalized to unity on axis, and ΩFOV is the
telescope FOV.

To measure G(θ ) in the laboratory, we followed the procedure
described in Tsumura et al. (2013). This consisted of replacing
the PICNIC array with a warm silicon photo-diode17 and
mounting the NBS to a custom optical bench capable of rotation
to 90◦ from on-axis. A collimated halogen source was chopped
at 20 Hz as the angle to the NBS boresight was varied. The
amplitude of the modulated signal was measured with a lock-
in amplifier referenced to the signal from the chopper. The
dynamic range of this measurement was limited due to the
small bandwidth of the NBS such that the largest angle with
sufficient signal to noise was 25◦ from center. At this angle,
G(25◦) = 5 × 10−5 and the function displayed a sharp slope,
suggesting it continues to fall at higher angles.

The night-side brightness of the earth in the NBS band
is dominated by airglow emission and is approximately
103 nW m−2 sr−1 (Leinert et al. 1998) at 854 nm. As the earth

17 S10043 manufactured by Hamamatsu photonics
(http://www.hamamatsu.com).
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limb is >55◦ off-axis during observations, the maximum pro-
jected solid angle is Ω⊕ = 0.2 sr. Even in the overly conserva-
tive case in which G(θ ) is assumed to remain flat at 5 × 10−5

to higher angles than were measured in the lab, the integral in
Equation (12) results in a signal Istray < 1 nW m−2 sr−1. We
therefore conclude that off-axis emission from the earth con-
tributes a negligible systematic error to the measurement.

4.7. Calibration

The NBS must be accurately calibrated in order to com-
pare our ZL measurements with ZL models based on DIRBE
observations. Specifically, we need to translate the NBS ZL
measurements to the DIRBE 1.25 μm band with an accuracy
of �5% to distinguish between models. To perform this com-
parison, we must absolutely calibrate the NBS, then translate
the ZL brightness measured at 854 nm to 1.25 μm using the
CIBER-LRS ZL spectral color. To reduce the contribution of
the uncertainty in the NBS calibration to the overall uncertainty
in this chain, the NBS must be accurately calibrated relative to
DIRBE. For comparison, the absolute calibration uncertainty in
standard calibration stars like Vega is typically ∼1% and the
1.25 μm DIRBE channel absolute calibration uncertainty is 3%
(Burdick & Murdock 1997) obtained on Sirius. In addition to
the laboratory calibration we describe below, the NBS observes
Vega in every flight for an independent calibration check.

A schematic representation of the NBS calibration set up
is shown in Figure 15 of Zemcov et al. (2013), where light
from a stable source is coupled into an integrating sphere
which is viewed by the NBS and a reference detector absolutely
calibrated by NIST. The radiance of the light source is varied
and the response of the NBS is referenced to the detector.

Our primary photometric calibration measurements are de-
rived from the monochromatic data described in detail in
Section 3.2 which use the SIRCUS laser facility as the stabilized
light source (Brown et al. 2006). The reference detectors which
measure absolute radiance are constructed of single element
large area Si photodiodes and baffles that limit the angular extent
light reaching the detector. A smaller sphere feeding the larger
sphere, which is viewed by the NBS, is constantly monitored
with Si photodiodes to ensure the light levels remain known
during the NBS calibration given the ratio of large sphere radi-
ance to monitor signal previously determined with the reference
detectors. Uncertainties in the deduced narrow-band radiance
are approximately 0.3%, dominated by contributions from the
sphere uniformity and the effects of out-of-field light.

Photocurrent measurements using the laser source determine
the NBS absolute responsivity, at a discrete set of wavelengths.
We calculate an array-wide map of the calibration factor
(
∫

Iλ′dλ′/i) for a spectrally flat source from the ratio of
the measured NBS photocurrent and absolute radiance. The
integral is evaluated from scans of the SIRCUS laser across
a 100 nm wide range. After applying the flat field correction,
described in Section 4.5, the array wide mean response factor
is (602 ± 10 nW m−2 sr−1) (e− s−1)−1 after correcting for the
transmittance of the additional window used in the laboratory.
The 1σ uncertainty in the quoted absolute calibration factor is
determined by the variance across all pixels in the array, added
in quadrature with the 0.3% systematic uncertainty from the
absolute calibration quoted by NIST.

This calibration factor was checked by coupling a supercon-
tiuum laser source to the integrating sphere referenced to a
detector system capable of R ∼ 500 spectral measurements,
calibrated to measure radiance traceable to fixed-point black-

bodies. The supercontinuum laser produces a relatively flat fea-
tureless spectrum across the NBS band. Measurements of the
photocurrent induced by the broad band source were taken at
four light levels ranging from 500 to 2000 e− s−1 while simul-
taneously monitoring the absolute radiance of the sphere. Dark
signals were referenced to the ambient light background of the
laboratory. Each exposure is corrected using the flat field tem-
plate described in Section 4.5. The absolute calibration factor
is taken to be the slope of the linear correlation between the
NIST measured absolute radiance and the mean photocurrent of
each exposure. The resulting value is (603 ± 12 nW m−2 sr−1)
(e− s−1)−1, after correcting for the transmittance of the ad-
ditional window used in the laboratory, in excellent agreement
with the measurement from the narrow-band source. The quoted
uncertainty is dominated by instrument noise in the NIST spec-
trographs and linearity during the boot-strapping measurements
which pushes the dynamic range of the reference spectrographs.

The SIRCUS data set provides absolute calibration and a
full spectral response measurement for every pixel. This allows
for a more sophisticated treatment of flight data. The response
over the array may be calculated for any source spectrum using
Equation (1). Thus we can make template response maps over
the array to ZL and EBL that fully include flat field gain and
variation in the spectral response over the array.

4.8. Sensitivity

We estimate the complete instrument sensitivity by simu-
lating a series of 50 s observations using measured dark data
as input noise. The data used in this calculation were taken
in full flight configuration on the launch gantry one day be-
fore the second CIBER flight with the cold shutter closed.
There were 30 independent 50 s integrations obtained. The
variance between instances contains fluctuations in both dark
current spatial morphology and correlated read noise. We added
a model ZL spectrum convolved with the instrument response
(e.g., Figure 7) to each independent integration. The amplitude
of the Fraunhofer line in the simulated observation was then
fit and compared to the input value. The measured 50 s inte-
gration sensitivity is taken to be the standard deviation of the
distribution of residuals (input sky brightness−measured sky
brightness), which includes all sources of correlated and uncor-
related noise over the array. The sensitivity is determined to be
ΔZL = 21.1 nW m−2 sr−1, shown in Table 2, converted to ZL
units assuming the calibration factor from Section 4.7. Since the
flight photocurrent varies between 0.5 and 1.5 e− s−1, the con-
tribution of photon noise is small. Given the typical brightness
of 500 nW m−2 sr−1 for high ecliptic latitude ZL brightness
(Tsumura et al. 2010), this leads to a ΔZL/ZL � 4.4% accuracy
on the ZL brightness in a 50 s observation.

5. LABORATORY MEASUREMENT OF
THE SOLAR SPECTRUM

As the NBS is designed to measure absorption in solar light
scattered off the interplanetary dust cloud, a high signal to noise
measurement of sunlight is a useful tool for testing end to
end system functionality. To obtain these data, we pointed a
long optical fiber at the Sun and coupled the other end to the
integrating sphere to uniformly illuminate the NBS aperture.
The coupling efficiency to the sphere was optimized to produce
an array photocurrent near 200 e− s−1, where the signal to
noise is very high in each pixel without nearing saturation. We
measured the solar spectrum presented from a 200 s exposure
and the flat-field correction described in Section 4.5.
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Figure 10. Left: measured and best-fit one-dimensional solar spectra obtained
from coupling sunlight to the integrating sphere in the laboratory. The calculated
solar response was generated from the high resolution measurements of
Delbouille et al. (1990) convolved with the measured NBS spectral response.
Error bars are 1σ statistical. Top right: flat-field-corrected two-dimensional
measured solar spectrum. Bottom right: calculated solar response with fitted
amplitude and offset. The color scales are matched in the two-dimensional
images.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

For comparison, we calculated a predicted model spec-
trum by convolving the high resolution solar measurements of
Delbouille et al. (1990) with the instrument spectral response
function obtained from discrete-wavelength SIRCUS laser data.
The model was fit to the data with a simple χ2 minimization
using two free parameters: a normalization factor and an addi-
tive offset to account for stray light from the laboratory. The
measured solar spectrum is shown in Figure 10 in both one and
two dimensions alongside the best fit model. With only two free
parameters, the maximum deviation of the residual of data from
model is 0.24%.

6. SECOND FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

The CIBER instrument was flown on 2010 July 11 from White
Sands Missile Range. During this flight the NBS performed
well, with the shutter, calibration lamp, extendable/retractable
baffle and array all operating normally. All flight events occurred
according to the planned sequence, and the attitude control
system gave stable pointing on all of the astronomical fields. The
NBS obtained images of the sky in flight consistent with focus
data from laboratory measurements. The CIBER instrument was
recovered for post-flight testing and future flights.

The NBS photocurrents in the second flight range between
2 e− s−1 at an ecliptic latitude of 10◦ to 1 e− s−1 at an
ecliptic latitude of 90◦. Based on the laboratory calibration,
these levels correspond to a ZL brightness ranging from 500
to 1000 nW m−2 sr−1, which matches a simple extrapolation
of the DIRBE sky brightness to NBS wavelengths. There is
no measurable thermal response in the NBS second flight data.
The in-flight dark level obtained with the shutter closed was
0.43 e− s−1, consistent with the pre-flight dark images obtained
on the launch gantry. The array temperature was stable in flight,
giving a maximum drift of 5.3 μK s−1 over a 50 s integration
during astronomical observations.

7. ASTROPHYSICAL SYSTEMATICS

In addition to instrumental effects, estimating the ZL intensity
from a Fraunhofer line is subject to several astrophysical
systematic errors.

7.1. Dynamical Effects

The Fraunhofer line profile can be altered by dynamical
effects within the interplanetary dust cloud. Reynolds et al.
(2004) have done an extensive study of these effects using
the Mg i Fraunhofer line at 581.4 nm along various lines of
sight. The Doppler inferred velocity of the line was found to
depend strongly on the solar elongation angle, ε, with peak
magnitudes of ∼15 km s−1 around ε = 90◦. At the spectral
resolution of the NBS (shown in Table 2), this effect is barely
detectable (∼10× smaller than the instrument FWHM). To
quantify uncertainty caused by velocity variation, we simulated
shifting the ZL Fraunhofer line across a conservative range
spanning ±20 km s−1 from rest and fitting the resulting spectrum
assuming zero. The best fit ZL amplitude was altered by at
most 0.3%.

Reynolds et al. (2004) also find a kinematic broadening of
the Fraunhofer line corresponding to a velocity dispersion of
∼15 km s−1. The Ca ii line has an intrinsic width of 70 km s−1

and the FWHM of the NBS bandpass is 245 km s−1. Since
the line is not fully resolved by the NBS and the effects
of broadening are small compared to the intrinsic width, the
dynamical effects have negligible impact on total ZL brightness
measurements.

7.2. Galactic Fraunhofer Line Foregrounds

NIR EBL measurements are subject to Galactic foregrounds
consisting of integrated stellar light (ISL) from unmasked stars
and DGL, caused by starlight scattered by interstellar dust.
Both of these signals will contain Fraunhofer lines at some
level. Detected stars are masked and removed from analysis, but
the aggregate signal from fainter stars is present and must be
modeled.

Bernstein et al. (2002b) have generated ISL spectral templates
at 0.4 nm resolution in the optical which contain the Ca ii
H (396.85 nm) and K (393.37 nm) lines. Both lines appear
shallower in the ISL than in the solar spectrum, but by different
amounts. For this reason, a generalized conclusion about the
depth of Fraunhofer lines in the ISL relative to solar would be
inaccurate. Unfortunately, these high resolution spectra do not
cover the Ca ii triplet and are therefore not directly applicable
to this study. Instead, for this estimate we apply the lower
resolution ISL template of Mattila (1980a, 1980b), which spans
the UV to NIR at 5 nm resolution. This resolution is insufficient
to individually resolve all of the Ca ii triplets in the band. By
comparing high-resolution measurements of the solar spectrum
(Delbouille et al. 1990) convolved with a 5 nm Gaussian
response function, we estimate that the Ca ii triplet appears at
near solar EW in the ISL.

Fraunhofer lines in DGL have also been detected in the optical
(Mattila et al. 2012). As DGL arises from stellar light scattered
by diffuse dust clouds, we assume the EW of the Fraunhofer line
in the DGL is the same as it is in the ISL. The total contribution
from DGL can be modeled by scaling the measured DGL to
100 μm dust emission (Matsuoka et al. 2011) as well as neutral
hydrogen column density (Mattila et al. 2012).

To estimate the expected level of the Galactic Fraunhofer
signal, we take the example of a field in the direction of Bootes
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observed by CIBER (ecliptic longitude of 200.◦57 and latitude
of 46.◦633) and assume that both DGL and ISL contribute
Ca ii absorption features with solar EW. The level of the ISL
is determined from the star counts predicted by the Trilegal
model code (Vanhollebeke et al. 2009) below a cutoff magnitude
of 14, comparable to the expected completeness in an NBS
image. The DGL intensity is estimated using the correlation
with neutral hydrogen column density (nH) proposed by Mattila
et al. (2012), with nH = 1.03 × 1020 cm−2 (Dickey & Lockman
1990). The ZL intensity is taken from Kelsall et al. (1998),
scaled to NBS wavelengths assuming the spectral template
generated from the CIBER-LRS (Tsumura et al. 2010). With
the aforementioned assumptions, we estimate a contribution at
854 nm of 15 nW m−2 sr−1 from ISL, 10 nW m−2 sr−1 from DGL
and 386 nW m−2 sr−1 from ZL, or a 6.5% contribution from
the Galactic Fraunhofer line signal to the total sky brightness.
This Galactic contribution can be assessed and removed with an
improved ISL model spectrum.

7.3. Raman Scattering

If significant Raman scattering effects are present in the ZL,
Fraunhofer lines will be filled, causing the relationship between
line depth and continuum brightness to be systematically biased.
Dube et al. (1979) compare this ratio for a Fraunhofer line in
sunlight reflected off the moon to the ZL, and find them to agree
within 1.5%, limited by instrumental error. This suggests that if
present at all, Raman scattering is a small effect, consistent with
the notion that interplanetary dust particles have large dielectric
constants with few free electrons.

8. SUMMARY

We describe the design and performance of a specialized
wide-field, NBS for measuring the absolute ZL brightness
using the EW of the 854.2 nm Ca ii Fraunhofer line, viewed
in sunlight scattered by interplanetary dust. The systematics
limiting the uncertainty, both instrumental and astrophysical, are
discussed and quantified through an extensive suite of laboratory
characterization and simulation. The aggregate instrumental
uncertainty is dominated by read noise fluctuations and flat field
error.

The instrument was flown on a second sounding rocket flight
in 2010 July and demonstrated expected performance, with
nominal photo currents, temperature stability, calibration lamp
response, and dark currents. Preliminary reductions of the flight
data show clear significant detections of the Fraunhofer line. A
third flight was carried out successfully in 2012 March. In-depth
analysis of the science data is currently underway and results
will be released in the near future.
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